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SUMMARY
The combination of PD-L1 inhibitor durvalumab and PARP inhibitor olaparib added to standard paclitaxel neo-
adjuvant chemotherapy (durvalumab/olaparib/paclitaxel [DOP]) was investigated in the phase II I-SPY2 trial of
stage II/III HER2-negative breast cancer. Seventy-three participants were randomized to DOP and 299 to stan-
dard of care (paclitaxel) control. DOP increased pathologic complete response (pCR) rates in all HER2-negative
(20%–37%), hormone receptor (HR)-positive/HER2-negative (14%–28%), and triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC) (27%–47%). In HR-positive/HER2-negative cancers, MammaPrint ultra-high (MP2) cases benefited
selectively fromDOP (pCR64%versus 22%), nobenefitwasseen inMP1cancers (pCR9%versus 10%).Overall,
12.3% of patients in the DOP arm experienced immune-related grade 3 adverse events versus 1.3% in control.
Gene expression signatures associated with immune response were positively associated with pCR in both
arms, while a mast cell signature was associated with non-pCR. DOP has superior efficacy over standard neo-
adjuvant chemotherapy in HER2-negative breast cancer, particularly in a highly sensitive subset of high-risk
HR-positive/HER2-negative patients.
INTRODUCTION

Several studies indicate that the addition of immune checkpoint

inhibitors to standard of care chemotherapy can improve
pathologic complete response (pCR) rates in stage II–III triple-

negative breast cancer (TNBC). In a previous arm of the I-SPY2

trial, four cycles of pembrolizumab added to standard pacli-

taxel-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy improved estimated
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Table 1. Demographics and baseline characteristics of

participants

Characteristic

Duvalumab/olaparib

(n = 73)

Control

(n = 299)

Median age, year (range) 46 (28–71) 48 (24–80)

Ethnicity

White 59 (81%) 234 (78%)

African American 8 (11%) 40 (13%)

Asian 6 (8%) 22 (7%)

Other/mixed 0 (0%) 3 (1%)

HR status

Positive 52 (71%) 157 (53%)

Negative 21 (29%) 142 (47%)

MammaPrint

MP1 26 (36%) 133 (44%)

MP2 47 (64%) 166 (56%)

Median tumor size, cm

(range)

3.7 (1.9–13) 3.8 (1.2–15)

Baseline node status

Palpable 21 (29%) 109 (36%)

Non-palpable 19 (26%) 129 (43%)

N/A 33 (45%) 61 (20%)

HR, hormone receptor; N/A, not applicable.
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pCR rate from 22% to 60% in TNBC (Nanda et al., 2020). A sub-

sequent randomized phase III trial confirmed a significantly higher

pCR rate (64.8% versus 51.2%) when pembrolizumabwas added

to chemotherapy; preliminary results suggest improved recur-

rence-free survival (hazard ratio = 0.63) in TNBC (Schmid et al.,

2020). Durvalumab, an anti-programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1)

monoclonal antibody, has received FDA approval for bladder

and lung cancers (Stewart et al., 2015). In a single-arm, single-

institution, phase I/II neoadjuvant trial (n = 59) of stage I–III

TNBC, when durvalumab was administered concurrent with

weekly nab-paclitaxel and followed by dose-dense doxorubicin/

cyclophosphamide (AC), the final pCR rate was 44%, with no

dose-limiting toxicities observed (Foldi et al., 2021). A randomized

phase II study in TNBC (n = 174), GeparNuevo, demonstrated a

numerical, but not statistically significant, increase in pCR rate

(53.4% versus 44.2%, p = 0.287) when durvalumab was added

to weekly nab-paclitaxel followed by epirubicin/cyclophospha-

mide neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Loibl et al., 2019). The safety

and efficacy of the combination of durvalumabandolaparib (a pol-

yadenosine 5ʹ-diphosphoribose polymerase [PARP] inhibitor)

were established in the MEDIOLA (NCT02734004) phase I/II

multi-cohort basket trial. Preliminary results of the germline

BRCA mutant metastatic breast cancer cohort of the trial indi-

cated good tolerability and an objective tumor response rate of

59% (Domchek et al., 2020).

Preclinical studies suggest the potential for synergistic

improvement using a combination of immune checkpoint inhibi-

tors and PARP inhibitors (Esteva et al., 2019). Impaired

nucleotide and base excision repair caused by PARP inhibition

can increase mutation and neoantigen loads that are associated

with increased sensitivity to immune checkpoint therapy (Las-
990 Cancer Cell 39, 989–998, July 12, 2021
sen, 2019). DNA fragments generated by impaired DNA repair

can also activate the intracellular stimulator of interferon genes

pathway in cancer cells, leading to signaling events that activate

immune cells in the tumor microenvironment (Pantelidou

et al., 2019).

Here, we report the results of an arm of the neoadjuvant I-

SPY2 adaptive platform trial for stage II/III early breast cancer

evaluating a combination of durvalumab and olaparib. Our goal

was to estimate if the combination of durvalumab and olaparib

concurrent with weekly paclitaxel neoadjuvant therapy (durvalu-

mab/olaparib/paclitaxel [DOP]) could increase the pCR rate

compared with chemotherapy alone in HER2-negative, stage

II–III breast cancers. A priori defined and exploratory molecular

markers were also assessed to identify predictive markers. The

primary endpoint was pathologic complete response (pCR),

and a priori defined and exploratory molecular markers were as-

sessed for the purpose of identifying biomarkers predictive of

response. I-SPY is a multi-arm, adaptively randomized trial

that aims to rapidly identify new drug combinations that induce

higher pCR rates than standard of care chemotherapy in various

breast cancer biomarker subsets (Barker et al., 2009). The pCR

rates are monitored in real time, along with early imaging

response, as they accumulate in each arm and Bayesian adop-

tive randomization ensures that patients are preferentially

accrued to arms with higher pCR rates. A minimum proportion

(20%) of patients are continuously allocated to the control arm

(chemotherapy alone). This design allows rapid identification of

promising new therapies in a priori defined biomarker subtypes

with a smaller sample size than traditional randomized phase II

trials. An arm is considered successful and ‘‘graduate’’ when,

based on the accumulating responses, the statistical engine pre-

dicts anR85%probability that the experimental armwould have

a statistically significantly higher pCR rate than the control arm in

a 300-patient traditional 1:1 randomized trial. An arm could grad-

uate in one or more biomarkers subsets.

RESULTS

Efficacy
Between May 3, 2018, and June 2, 2019, 73 HER2-negative pa-

tients (21 TNBC, 52 HR-positive/HER2-negative) were enrolled

in the DOP arm. Three hundred and thirty-six participants were

randomized to the control arm (paclitaxel) but 37 did not receive

the allocated treatment, resulting in 299 evaluable HER2-nega-

tive patients in the control arm (CONSORT diagram, Figure S1).

Baseline characteristics were similar between the experimental

and control arms (Table 1). Seventeen patients in the control

arm and one in the experimental arm did not proceed to surgery

(due to patient’s choice, leaving the treating institution, or pro-

gression) and were considered non-pCR for primary efficacy

analysis.

On June 2, 2019, the prespecified Bayesian modeling of surgi-

cal pathology results and serial MRI assessments from the first

23 of the 73 patients predicted that the probability of success

in a hypothetical phase III trial were 0.944, 0.950, and 0.838 in

all HER2-negative, HR-positive/HER2-negative, and TNBC

subtypes, respectively. Per protocol, further accrual was

therefore stopped and DOP graduated in the HER2-negative,

and HR-positive/HER2-negative signatures. After all patients
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subsequently completed surgery, the final efficacy analysis indi-

cated that durvalumab plus olaparib improved estimated pCR

rates (over control) from 20% to 37% in HER2-negative cancers,

from 14% to 28% in HR-positive/HER2-negative cancers, and

from 27% to 47% in TNBC. Final probability distributions for

achieving pCR are shown in Figure 1A, including the 95% prob-

ability intervals. Final predicted probabilities of phase III success

were 0.814, 0.745, and 0.806 in all HER2-negative, HR-positive/

HER2-negative, and TNBC signatures, respectively, after all par-

ticipants had completed surgery. The overall probability that the

experimental arm was superior to the control was >98% for all

three signatures.

DOP also shifted residual cancer burden (RCB) categories to-

ward lower values across the entire range of RCB scores (Sym-

mans et al., 2017). The proportion of patients in RCB II and III cat-

egories (i.e., moderate and extensive residual disease) were

lower in the DOP arm, indicating smaller residual cancers across

the entire residual disease spectrum in all subsets (Figure 1B).

Median follow-up duration for participants in the experimental

arm at the time of submission was 18 months, thus distant

metastasis-free and overall survival results are not yet mature.

Safety and toxicity
All patients who received at least one dose of study-assigned

therapy were evaluable for safety and toxicity. In the control

arm, 34% (n = 102) and in the experimental arm 56% (n = 41) of

patients experienced at least one gradeR3 adverse event. Grade

3 and 4 adverse events are summarized in Table 2 (also see Data

S1, ‘‘Frequency of all adverse events observed’’). Immune-related

adverse eventsweremore common in the experimental arm; 9 pa-

tients (12%) in the DOP arm experienced immune-related grade 3

or greater adverse events compared with 4 patients (1.3%) in the

control arm.Overall, 20 patients (27.4%) experienced an immune-

related adverse event (grades 1 through 4) in the experimental arm

compared with 6 patients (2%) in the control arm. In the experi-

mental arm, immune-related adverse events included 5 patients

(7%) with hypothyroidism (grade 1 and 2), 4 (5%) pneumonitis

(grade 1/2), 4 (5%) adrenal insufficiency (1 patient with grade 1

and 3with grade 3), and 1 eachof non-insulin-dependent diabetes

(grade 1), thyroiditis (grade 3), and pancreatitis (grade 3). Dose re-

ductions and early discontinuation of therapy are also shown in

Table 2. The median time from treatment consent to surgery

was similar in the experimental (168 days, range: 107–273) and

control arms (165 days, range: 85–289).

Biomarker analysis
Seventy-one participants in the DOP arm and 34 assigned to

control had expression data from pre-treatment formalin-fixed

paraffin-embedded biopsies available for biomarker analysis.

Thirteen a priori defined mRNA biomarkers (Table S1), including

10 immune signatures, and one proliferation, DNA repair, and es-

trogen receptor (ER) signature each, were examined as predic-

tive markers. In the whole biomarker population, 7 and 5 of the

10 immunemRNAmarkers studied were significantly associated

with higher pCR rate in the experimental and control arms,

respectively (Figure 2). The DNA repair deficiency (PARPi7) and

mitotic signatures (described in Table S1) were also positively

associated with pCR but only in the experimental arm. The

T cell signature and CD68 mRNA expression showed no signifi-
cant association with pCR in either treatment arm, and the den-

dritic cell signature was only significant in the experimental arm.

The mast cell signature and ESR1/PGR expression were signifi-

cantly associated with lack of pCR in the experimental arm and

showed a similar but non-significant trend for the same direction

in the control arm. The marker-treatment interaction tests were

not significant for nearly all of these markers (9/10), indicating

that they cannot identify the patient population that selectively

benefited from inclusion of durvalumab and olaparib. We also

note that the expression of 8 of the 10 immune markers were

highly positively correlated with one another, only the mast cell

and macrophage/T cell ratio signatures showed weak or nega-

tive correlation with the other immunemarkers. ESR1 expression

also correlated negatively with all other markers except the mast

cell signature (Figure S2). Pairwise comparisons of the 13 mRNA

biomarkers between cases of pCR and no-PCR by treatment

arm in the whole study population, and in the TNBC andHR-pos-

itive/HER2-negative subsets, respectively, are shown in Figures

S3–S5. Associations between the 13 mRNA biomarkers and

pathologic response in the whole biomarker study population,

and in the TNBC and HR-positive/HER-negative subsets are

shown in Table S2.

In the TNBC subset (N = 21 DOP, N = 19 control), the STAT1,

macrophage/T cell, and mitotic signatures were positively associ-

ated with pCR in the experimental arm, and no marker was asso-

ciated with response in the control arm (Figure 2). However, the

marker-treatment interaction tests were not significant. The only

immune marker that was associated with lack of pCR in both

treatment arms was high expression of the mast cell signature.

In the HR-positive/HER2-negative subset (N = 50 durvalumab/

olaparib, N = 15 control), high ESR1, PGR expression, and mast

cell signature were associated with lack of pCR, and all other

markers except CD68 (which was not associated with response)

were positively associated with pCR in the experimental arm (Fig-

ure 2). There were too few pCRs (N = 2) in the control arm in this

biomarker cohort to perform analysis. We also examined pre-

dicted pCR rates in the two MammaPrint subsets, MP1 (N =

109 control, N = 24 experimental arm) and MP2 (N = 49 control,

N = 28 experimental). The MP2 subgroup, corresponding to

53%of theMammaPrint high, HR-positive/HER2-negative subset

in this trial arm, derived all the benefit from adding durvalumab

and olaparib to chemotherapy, in this subset the predicted pCR

probabilities were 64% (95% CI: 47%–80%) and 22% (95% CI:

13%–32%) in the experimental and control arms, respectively

(Figures 3A and 3B). Patients in theMP1 group had low pCR rates

in both arms and showed no improvement with DOP (9% versus

10%); the RCB score distributions in the MP1 and MP2 subsets

are shown in Figure S4. Because, in HR-positive cancers, ER

signaling and proliferation determine endocrine and chemo-

therapy sensitivities, respectively, we compared expression levels

of the proliferation and SETER/PR gene signatures between the

MP1 and MP2 HR-positive/HER2-negative cancers. We also as-

sessed if the MP1 and MP2 subtypes differ in immune gene

expression using the tumor inflammation signature as a general

marker of immune presence. We selected this signature because

it showed the highest correlation with other immune signatures

and has also been extensively validated as marker of immuno-

therapy response in clinical trial tissues (Ayers et al., 2017). The

MP2 subset had significantly higher proliferation and significantly
Cancer Cell 39, 989–998, July 12, 2021 991
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Figure 1. Bayesian probability distributions for achieving pathologic complete response and residual cancer burden distributions by

treatment arm in the three a priori defined biomarker subsets

(A) Estimated pCR rates and the corresponding 95% probability intervals (x axes) for the experimental and control arms. Final predictive probabilities of success

in a future 300 patient phase 3 trial (Prob(Ph3)), and the probabilities that the experimental arm is superior to the control (Prob(>Ctl)) are also shown.

(B) Residual cancer burden (RCB) categories and distribution of RCB scores by treatment arm in the three biomarker subsets.
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Table 2. Grade 3 adverse events, dose reduction, and discontinuations rates

Agent (n = 73) Agent (n = 73) Control (n = 299) Control (n = 299)

Adverse event Grade 1–2 Grade 3–4 Grade 1–2 Grade 3–4

Neutropenia 10 (13.7%) 9 (12.3%) 17 (5.7%) 27 (9%)

Febrile neutropenia 0 (0%) 7 (9.6%) 0 (0%) 21 (7%)

Fatigue 63 (86.3%) 4 (5.5%) 202 (67.6%) 4 (1.3%)

Anemia 20 (27.4%) 3 (4.1%) 44 (14.7%) 13 (4.3%)

Neuropathy 50 (68.5%) 3 (4.1%) 176 (58.9%) 6 (2%)

Diarrhea 43 (58.9%) 3 (4.1%) 97 (32.4%) 4 (1.3%)

Adrenal insufficiency 1 (1.4%) 3 (4.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

White blood cell count decreased 8 (11%) 2 (2.7%) 14 (4.7%) 9 (3%)

Hypertension 6 (8.2%) 2 (2.7%) 36 (12%) 6 (2%)

Alanine aminotransferase increased 11 (15.1%) 2 (2.7%) 26 (8.7%) 4 (1.3%)

Stomatitis 27 (37%) 2 (2.7%) 77 (25.8%) 3 (1%)

Dehydration 5 (6.8%) 2 (2.7%) 13 (4.3%) 2 (0.7%)

Dyspnoea 19 (26%) 2 (2.7%) 46 (15.4%) 1 (0.3%)

Rash maculo-papular 13 (17.8%) 2 (2.7%) 48 (16.1%) 0 (0%)

Vaginal infection 3 (4.1%) 2 (2.7%) 4 (1.3%) 0 (0%)

Headache 31 (42.5%) 1 (1.4%) 88 (29.4%) 3 (1%)

Abdominal pain 23 (31.5%) 1 (1.4%) 33 (11%) 2 (0.7%)

Aspartate aminotransferase increased 10 (13.7%) 1 (1.4%) 19 (6.4%) 2 (0.7%)

Back pain 21 (28.8%) 1 (1.4%) 40 (13.4%) 2 (0.7%)

Nausea 53 (72.6%) 1 (1.4%) 176 (58.9%) 1 (0.3%)

Non-cardiac chest pain 4 (5.5%) 1 (1.4%) 14 (4.7%) 1 (0.3%)

Hypokalemia 5 (6.8%) 0 (0%) 14 (4.7%) 8 (2.7%)

Arthralgia/myalgia 46 (63%) 0 (0%) 149 (49.8%) 5 (1.7%)

Hyperglycemia 5 (6.8%) 0 (0%) 9 (3%) 3 (1%)

Pneumonitis 4 (5.5%) 0 (0%) 2 (0.7%) 2 (0.7%)

Vomiting 28 (38.4%) 0 (0%) 50 (16.7%) 2 (0.7%)

Onychalgia 3 (4.1%) 0 (0%) 17 (5.7%) 1 (0.3%)

Pruritus 11 (15.1%) 0 (0%) 32 (10.7%) 1 (0.3%)

Pyrexia 23 (31.5%) 0 (0%) 36 (12%) 1 (0.3%)

Urinary tract infection 4 (5.5%) 0 (0%) 11 (3.7%) 1 (0.3%)

Dose reductions 10 (13.7%) 23 (7.7%)

Early discontinuation

All 19 (26) 90 (30%)

Toxicity 9 (12%) 20 (7%)

Progression/lack of response 0 (0%) 33 (11%)

Other 10 (14%) 37 (12%)

Time from treatment consent to

surgery (days)

Median (range) 168 (107–273) 165 (85–289)

Grade 3 adverse events reported during the entire treatment period (durvalumab/olaparib/paclitaxel [DOP] followed by doxorubicin/cyclophospha-

mide [AC] for the investigational arm and paclitaxel followed by AC for the control arm) are shown. Dose reductions and discontinuations are shown

by treatment period.
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lower SET expression, but there was no significant difference in

the tumor inflammation signature (Figures 3C–3E). We also found

that PARPi7 gene signature was significantly higher in the MP2

than in the MP1 group (likelihood ratio test p = 0.007). However,

the PARPi7 signature correlated strongly with proliferation. The

mRNA expression levels of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes were not

significantly associated with MP status.
DISCUSSION

Durvalumab and olaparib improved pCR rates when added to

standard of care neoadjuvant chemotherapy from 20% to 37%

in HER2-negative cancers. In TNBC, pCR rate improved from

27% to 47%; and in HR-positive/HER2-negative disease from

14% to 28%. Importantly, as indicated by RCB distributions,
Cancer Cell 39, 989–998, July 12, 2021 993
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3. Control arm
4. Interaction w/treatment
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even among patients who did not achieve pCR, the immune

checkpoint inhibitor/PARP inhibitor combination reduced the

amount of residual cancer across the entire spectrum of RCB

scores in all HER2-negative subtypes.

We recognize that the pCR rates in I-SPY, particularly in the

TNBC subset, are lower, 27%, than reported by other trials using

taxane/anthracycline neoadjuvant chemotherapy (35%–40%).

We believe that this is largely attributable to patients switching

to non-protocol therapy, prompted by no-response/stable dis-

ease on imaging at 3 and 12 weeks, 11% of patients in the con-

trol arm discontinued early due to ‘‘progression/lack of sufficient

response’’; these patients are considered non-pCR per protocol,

yet some end upwith pCR at the time of surgery. From larger ran-

domized trials (CALGB 40603, GeparSixto, GeparQuinto), that

did not routinely assess response with imaging during therapy,

we know that clinical progression on taxane/anthracycline regi-

mens is <5%. Early imaging is integral to I-SPY, but it also turned

out to be a liability because we lose patients who are concerned

about lack of imaging response early on during treatment.

Two other trials evaluated the addition of durvalumab to neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy in TNBC. A single-arm phase I/II trial at

Yale Cancer Center assessed durvalumab (10 mg/kg every

2 weeks) administered concurrently with weekly paclitaxel

(80 mg/m2) and dose-dense AC and reported a 44% pCR rate

(Foldi et al., 2021). The randomized, GeparNuevo, phase II trial

compared durvalumab (1,500 mg every 4 weeks) concurrent

with weekly nab-paclitaxel and epirubicin/cyclophosphamide

to the same chemotherapy alone and demonstrated a numerical,

but not statistically significant increase in pCR rate from 44% to

53% (p = 0.287) (Loibl et al., 2019). The 95% confidence intervals

of the pCR estimates in the experimental arms of these three tri-

als 47% (95% CI: 29%–64%) in I-SPY2, 44% (95% CI: 30%–

57%) in Yale phase I/II, and 53% (95% CI: 42%–61%) in

GeparNuevo, respectively, overlap substantially despite the

differences in durvalumab administration, chemotherapy back

bones, and having a third drug, olaparib, in the I-SPY2 trial. Syn-
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ergy between sequential taxane/platinum

anthracycline neoadjuvant chemotherapy

and PARP inhibitors was examined in two

large neoadjuvant trials (BrighTNess, Ge-

parOla), and both failed to demonstrate

improved pCR rate with the addition of a

PARP inhibitor in either germline BRCA

mutant or wild-type breast cancers (Pusz-

tai et al., 2020). Clinical trial data also
remain inconclusive about the synergy between PARP inhibitors

and immune checkpoint inhibitors (Peyraud and Italiano, 2020).

Both the MEDIOLA (durvalumab + olaparib) and TOPACIO

(niraparib + pembrolizumab) basket trials reported efficacy

mostly in germlineBRCAmutant cancers, where PARP inhibitors

alone are expected to be effective. Overall, these results, sug-

gest relatively modest, if any, contribution from olaparib to the

increased pCR rate in the experimental arm of I-SPY2.

The DOP arm of I-SPY2 is the fourth randomized trial to

demonstrate improvement in pCR rate with the inclusion of an

immune checkpoint inhibitor in neoadjuvant chemotherapy for

TNBC. A previously reported arm of I-SPY2 randomized patients

to four cycles of pembrolizumab with weekly paclitaxel followed

by AC (without pembrolizumab) and reported an increase in pCR

from 22% to 60% (Nanda et al., 2020). This finding was

confirmed in a large randomized trial, KN-522, that administered

pembrolizumab concurrent with paclitaxel plus carboplatin fol-

lowed by anthracycline/cyclophosphamide also with pembroli-

zumab and demonstrated a statistically significant increase in

pCR from 51% to 65% (p = 0.0005) (Schmid et al., 2020). The

recently presented Impassion-031 study also showed that ate-

zolizumab in combination with albumin-bound paclitaxel fol-

lowed by AC improved pCR rates (41% versus 58%, p =

0.004) compared with the same chemotherapy alone in TNBC

(Miles et al., 2020). There are less data on the efficacy of neoad-

juvant immune checkpoint therapy in HR-positive cancers. The

only published result from a randomized trial is from the HR-pos-

itive/HER-negative cohort in the pembrolizumab arm of I-SPY2

that demonstrated improvement in pCR rate from 13% to 30%

(Nanda et al., 2020), which is very similar to our current result

showing that DOP increased the pCR rate from 14% to 28%.

In this, and all previously reported neoadjuvant trials, no unex-

pected safety signals, or perioperative complications were seen.

However, there was an increase in known, immune-related

adverse events in the experimental arms. The most common

was thyroid function abnormalities. In this study 27.3% of
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patients in the experimental arm experienced some immune-

related adverse events, and 12.3% had a grade 3 or greater

event, a rate very similar to that reported by the KN-522 trial us-

ing pembrolizumab.

Despite extensive efforts, it has been difficult to identify predic-

tive biomarkers that identify stage II/III TNBC that selectively

benefit from inclusion of immune checkpoint therapy with neoad-

juvant chemotherapy. High tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte count,

high expression of PD-L1 protein, and a broad range of im-

mune-related genes predict for higher pCR rate with both chemo-

therapy alone and with chemotherapy plus immune checkpoint

therapy (Miles et al., 2020; Gianni et al., 2020; Loibl et al., 2019;

Schmid et al., 2020). Unlike inmetastatic TNBC, in all neoadjuvant

randomized trials, PD-L1 protein or mRNA expression did not

define the population that selectively benefit from immune check-

point therapy. We also observed that most immune signatures

were positively associated with pCR in both treatment arms. At

the individual marker level, some associations reached signifi-

cance in the experimental arm but not the control arm; however,

given the small and unequal cohort sizes and multiple tests, it is

unclear if these are truly differentially predictive of response. In

formal statistical testing, noneof the immunemarkers showedsig-

nificant marker-treatment interaction in TNBC.

HR-positive/HER2-negative patients with MammaPrint classi-

fied as ‘‘ultra-high’’ (MP2) showed selective benefit from durva-

lumab/olaparib. In MP2 patients, the pCR rate was 64% in the
experimental arm compared with 22% in control; no benefit

from the combination was seen in the MP1 group (pCR 9%

versus 10%). Previously, we reported that MP2 status was

significantly associated with pCR in HR-positive/HER2-negative

patients randomized to the pembrolizumab arm of I-SPY (Yau

et al., 2018). We also reported that the HR-positive/HER2-nega-

tive MP2 group benefited from adding carboplatin and veliparib

to paclitaxel in an earlier arm of I-SPY2, where pCR rates were

33% versus 18%, whereas no improvement in pCR was seen

in the MP1 group (Rugo et al., 2016). These findings suggest

that the MP2 tumors are more chemotherapy sensitive than

MP1 and this sensitivity is further enhanced by adding an im-

mune checkpoint inhibitor. The molecular characteristics of the

MP2 group, showing high proliferation and low ER and ER-

related gene expression are consistent with greater chemo-

therapy sensitivity and lower endocrine therapy sensitivity of

these cancers. These features also suggest that this subset of

HR-positive cancers might derive substantial survival benefit

from more effective chemotherapy that induces higher pCR.

Benefit from adjuvant endocrine therapy, that could improve

outcome in cases with residual cancer, is likely small in this sub-

set due to low level of ER expression.

In conclusion, durvalumab and olaparib concurrent with

weekly paclitaxel significantly improved pCR rate in all HER2-

negative cancers, including TNBC and HR-positive cancers.

Among the HR-positive/HER2-negative cancers, only the highly
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proliferative, ER low, MammaPrint MP2 subset benefited from

the combination therapy.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources or data should be directed to the I-SPY Data Access and Publications Committee

coordinator (ispy2dapc@quantumleaphealth.org).

Materials availability
Requests for sharing of materials should be directed to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
Transcriptomic and clinical data used in this study is available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE173839.

Additional de-identified subject level data may be requested by qualified investigators. Details of the trial, data, contact information,

proposal forms, and review and approval process are available at the following website: https://www.ISPYtrials.org/collaborate/

proposal-submissions.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

I-SPY 2 TRIAL Overview
I-SPY2 is an ongoing, open-label, adaptive, randomized phase II, multicenter trial of neoadjuvant therapy for early-stage breast can-

cer (NCT01042379). It is a platform trial evaluatingmultiple investigational arms in parallel against a common standard of care control

arm. The primary endpoint is pCR (ypT0/is, ypN0), defined as the absence of invasive cancer in the breast and regional nodes at the

time of surgery. As I-SPY2 is modified intent-to-treat, patients receiving any dose of study therapy are considered evaluable; those

who switch to non-protocol therapy, progress, forgo surgery, or withdraw are deemed ‘non-pCR’. Secondary endpoints include

residual cancer burden (RCB) and event-free and distant relapse-free survival (EFS and DRFS) (Symmans et al., 2017).
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Trial design
Assessments at screening establish eligibility and classify participants into subtypes defined by hormone receptor (HR) status, HER2,

and 70-gene signature (Mammaprint) status (Cardoso et al., 2016) Adaptive randomization in I-SPY2 preferentially assigns patients to

trial arms according to continuously updated Bayesian probabilities of pCR rates within each biomarker signature; 20% of patients

are randomly assigned to the control arm(Berry, 2011). While accrual is ongoing, a statistical engine assesses the accumulating path-

ologic andMRI responses at weeks 3 and 12 and continuously re-estimates the probabilities of an experimental arm being superior to

the control in each defined biomarker signature. An arm can be dropped for futility if the predicted probability of success in a future

300-patient, 1:1 randomized, phase 3 trial drops below 10%, or graduate for efficacy if the probability of success reaches 85% or

greater in any biomarker signature. The clinical control arm for the efficacy analysis uses patients randomized throughout the entire

trial. Experimental arms have variable sample sizes: highly effective therapies graduate with fewer patients in the experimental arm;

arms that are equal to, or marginally better than, the control arm accrue slower and are stopped if they have not graduated, or termi-

nated for lack of efficacy, before reaching a sample size of 75. During the design of each new experimental arm the investigators

together with the pharmaceutical sponsor decide in which of the 10 a priori defined biomarker signatures the drug will be tested.

Upon entry to the trial, participants are dichotomized into hormone receptor (HR) negative versus positive, HER2 positive versus

negative, and MammaPrint High1 [MP1] versus High2 [MP2] status. From these 8 biomarker combinations (2 3 2 3 2) I-SPY has

created 10 biomarker signatures that represent the disease subsets of interest (e.g. all patients, all HR+, all HER2+, HR+/HER2-,

etc, for complete list see reference (Berry, 2011)) in which a drug can be tested for efficacy.

The DOP arm was studied in three subtypes including (i) all HER2-negative, (ii) TNBC, and (iii) HR positive/HER2-negative cancers.

HER2 positive patients were not eligible for randomization into this arm. Efficacy is monitored in each of these biomarker signatures

separately and an arm could graduate in any or all biomarker signature of interest. When graduation occurs, accrual to the arm stops,

final efficacy results are updated when all pathology results are complete. The final estimated pCR results therefore may differ from

the predicted pCR rate at the time of graduation. Additional details on the study design have been published elsewhere (Park et al.,

2016; Rugo et al., 2016).

Eligibility
Participants eligible for I-SPY2 are women >18 years of age with stage II or III breast cancer with aminimum tumor size of >2$5 cm by

clinical exam, or >2$0 cm by imaging, and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status of 0 or 1 (Oken et al., 1982).

HR-positive/HER2-negative cancers assessed as low risk by the 70-gene MammaPrint test are ineligible as they receive little benefit

from systemic chemotherapy. Only HER2-negative patients were eligible for randomization to the olaparib/durvalumab arm.

Additional exclusion criteria for this arm included prior PARP inhibitor or immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy, use of immunosup-

pressive medications, or history of autoimmune disease.

Treatment
All HER2-negative participants in I-SPY2 receive standard of care neoadjuvant chemotherapy, which also served as the control arm,

consisting of intravenous paclitaxel 80 mg/m2 weekly for 12 weeks, followed by four cycles of 60 mg/m2 doxorubicin and 600 mg/m2

cyclophosphamide (AC) every 2-3 weeks. Participants in the experimental arm also received 3 cycles of intravenous durvalumab

1500 mg every 4 weeks and 100mg oral olaparib twice a day from weeks 1 through 11, concurrent with paclitaxel. For the first pacli-

taxel infusion, 20mg dexamethasone was given and if no infusion reaction occurred, dexamethasone was reduced to 10mg for week

two, if no infusion reaction was observed with the first two treatments, dexamethasone was discontinued. Dose reductions and

toxicity management were specified in the protocol. Adverse events were collected according to the NCI Common Terminology

Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.0.

After completion of AC, patients underwent lumpectomy or mastectomy and nodal sampling, with choice of surgery at the

discretion of the treating surgeon. All patients were screened for potential adrenal insufficiency before surgery with a morning serum

cortisol level.

Trial oversight
I-SPY2 is conducted in accordancewith the guidelines for GoodClinical Practice and the Declaration of Helsinki, with approval for the

study protocol and associated amendments obtained from independent ethics committees at each site. Written, informed consent

was obtained from each participant prior to screening and again prior to treatment. The I-SPY2 Data Safety Monitoring Board meets

monthly to review patient safety.

METHOD DETAILS

Pretreatment biopsy processing and gene expression profiling
Core needle biopsies of 16-gauge were taken from the primary breast tumor at screening, before treatment. I-SPY2 changed biopsy

requirements from fresh frozen (FF) tissue to formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissues inMay 2018; therefore, all DOP patients

had RNA extracted from FFPE biopsies. The collected tissue samples are immediately placed in 10% Neutral Buffered Formalin for

between 6 and 72 hr before dehydration and processing to FFPE blocks. A 5mM section is stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)

and pathologic evaluation performed to confirm the tissue contains at least 30% tumor. A tissue sample meeting the 30% or greater
e2 Cancer Cell 39, 989–998.e1–e5, July 12, 2021
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tumor cellularity requirement is further sectioned centrally at the I-SPY 2 laboratory to produce between ten to thirty 5 mM sections

collected on charged slides microarray profiling. The sections are processed at Agendia, Inc., for RNA extraction and gene expres-

sion profiling on Agilent 44Kmicroarrays. For each array, the green channel mean signal is log2-tranformed and centered within array

to its 75th quantile as per the manufacturer’s data processing recommendations. A fixed value of 9.5 is added to avoid negative

values.

Biomarker analysis cohort definition
For the first 7 years of the I-SPY 2 TRIAL, only fresh frozen tumor (FF) tissues were collected and assayed for gene expression using

Agilent microarrays. In 2018, Agendia switched to analyzing only the FFPE samples. The DOP arm opened in 2018 and therefore

these patients have FFPE-derived biomarker data. The clinical control arm for the DOP efficacy analysis used patients randomized

throughout the entire trial. Therefore, samples that match to the clinical control arm include expression data derived from FF (n = 265)

and FFPE (n = 34) tissues. During a pilot study of 74 patients where both FF and FFPE samples were assayed for mRNA expression to

assess interchangeability of the tissue sources we noted that that for several of the immune gene signatures that we evaluated, the

correlation coefficient ranged from 0.35 to 0.77. Because of the low concordance, we decided to only include the 34 FFPE-derived

expression data from the control arm in the gene signature analysis to provide comparable results to the 71 samples from the DOP

arm. TheMammaPrint scores are required for I-SPY 2 trial eligibility that is performedwith an FDA approved assay, and therefore, the

MP 1 and MP1 class are available for all patients.

Continuous Gene Expression Biomarkers Assessed
Nine gene signatures were examined as predictors of response to durvalumab/olaparib, including a proliferation signature (mitotic

score) (Bianchini et al., 2013), a DNA repair deficiency signature (PARPi7) (Daemen et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 2017), and 7 immune sig-

natures corresponding to various immune cell types (Danaher et al., 2017) (T cell, B cell, dendritic cell, mast cell), STAT1 cytokine

signaling (Rody et al., 2009), macrophage/T cell ratio (Campbell et al., 2013) and an immunotherapy response signature (Ayers

et al., 2017) (tumor inflammatory signature). These gene signatures were taken from the literature and each has been associated

with response to chemotherapy, targeted therapy, or prognosis. mRNA expression of single genes ESR1 (ER), PGR (PR), CD274

(PDL1), CD279 (PD1) and CD68 (macrophage marker) were also assessed.

Continuous gene expression biomarkers
Table S2 lists the 13 gene expression biomarkers evaluated as predictors of response to durvalumab/olaparib, along with their type

(pre-specified or exploratory), pathway designation, member genes, implementation method, and PubMed ID of references.

*FFPE-revised PARPi-7 signature
The PARPi-7 DNA repair deficiency signature as published was developed and tested on gene expression data from fresh frozen (FF)

samples (Daemen et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 2017). As PARPi-7 contains genes that are not highly correlated across FF and FFPE, we

replaced poorly translating genes by others in the sameDNA repair pathway that (1) correlate to the original genes in FF, (2) associate

with response to veliparib/carboplatin, and (3) are correlated in expression data generated from FF and FFPE tissues. We evaluated

this revisedPARPi-7 by 1) extracting revised predictor genes BRCA1 (A_23_P207400), CHEK2 (A_23_P109452), MAPKAPK2

(A_23_P201483), XRCC4 (A_23_P122174), RAD17 (A_24_P97836), POLB (A_32_P34552), and CIRBP (AG_0673); 2) combining pro-

besets for normalization genes RPL24, ABI2, GGA1, E2F4, IPO8, CXXC1, and RPS10 into gene level summaries by averaging; 3)

dividing each PARPi-7 predictor gene level by the geometric mean of the normalization genes; 4) log2-transforming each ratio

and median centering across the population; and 5) calculating signature scores using the published weights and boundaries:

Weights < -c(-0.5320, 0.5806, 0.0713, �0.1396, �0.1976, - 0.3937, �0.2335), Boundaries < -c(-0

.0153, �0.006, 0.0031, �0.0044, 0.0014, �0.0165, �0.0126), Score = Weights*(Genes -Boundaries). The score is then standard-

ized to sd = 1; and used for our qualifying biomarker evaluation.

MP1 and MP2 categorization
In I-SPY2, patients were classified asMammaprint High risk (MP1) or Mammaprint ultra-high risk (MP2) by Agendia, Inc., using a pre-

defined threshold applied to the MP 70-gene risk score evaluated on Agilent 44K arrays. The threshold used is equivalent to the

median cut point of I-SPY 1 participants (�0.154 in the original ISPY 1 dataset) who fit the eligibility criteria for I-SPY 2.

SET index
The ‘sensitivity to endocrine therapy’ (SETER/PR) gene signature includes the ESR1 gene and 17 other estrogen (ER) and progesterone

(PR) receptor regulated transcripts(Sinn et al., 2019). The SETER/PR signature is predictive of progression-free and overall survival in

both metastatic and early-stage HR-positive breast cancers treated with endocrine therapy(Sinn et al., 2019; Symmans et al., 2010).

We evaluated the distribution of the SET index in the MP1 and MP2 subtypes of the HR-positive/HER2-negative cohort. All HR-pos-

itive patients included in I-SPY2 areMammaprint high, but these patients can be further subdivided into high risk (MP1) and ultra-high

risk (MP2) groups as described above and as published previously.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

I-SPY 2 efficacy analysis
The I-SPY 2 efficacy analysis model have twomain components: (1) a core covariate-adjusted Bayesian logistic regression and (2) an

adjustment for time trends as described below.

The core bayesian logistic regression model
Probability distributions of pCR are calculated using a Bayesian covariate-adjusted logistic model with HR, HER2 and MammaPrint

statuses as covariates for each eligible si

gnature. Let yi˛f0;1g be the indicator for the pCR response of patient i ði = 1;.;NÞ. Covariates x1i; x2i; x3i˛f0;1g represent theHR,
HER2 andMP statuses of patient i (with 1 indicating positive and 0 negative for HR andHER2 and ‘High1’ and ‘High2’ forMP). LabelAi

the treatment arm assigned to patient i.

The model is

yi � BernoulliðpiÞ
logitðpiÞ = b0 + b1x1i + b2x2i + b3x3i + qAi
+g1;Ai

x1i +g2;Ai
x2i +g3;Ai

x3i

The model’s components are as follows:

d The b1x1i + b2x2i + b3x3i terms capture the effect of being in a particular subtype defined by (HR, HER2, MP) status.

d The g1;Ai
x1i; g2;Ai

x2i; g3;Ai
x3i terms are the treatment effects within each of the (HR, HER2, MP) subtype.

d We set q0 =g1;0 =g2;0 =g3;0 = 0 to ensure parameter identifiability.

d The qAi
represent the effect of being on a particular treatment arm for all patients.

For each of the coefficients Q in the regression model, we assume independent normal prior distributions: Q � NðmQ; s
2
QÞ =

Nð0;1Þ.
We also include the data from the control arm of the I-SPY 1 trial as historical prior information. However, the likelihood function

evaluation corresponding to the I-SPY1 data is raised to the power of 0.2 to reflect a discounting or weak borrowing. In effect the

historical results count the approximately 200 patients from I-SPY 1 as the equivalent of 40 I-SPY 2 patients.

Adjusting for time trends
In addition to the core logistic regression structure of the above terms, we include time trend parameters to capture the effect of

possible drifting pCR rates over time.

Motivation: The initial statistical analyses in I-SPY 2 compared investigational arms with concurrently randomized controls (Park

et al., 2016; Rugo et al., 2016). However, in September 2013, the FDA granted accelerated approval for pertuzumab + trastuzumab +

docetaxel as neoadjuvant therapy for high risk HER2+ breast cancer. Our investigators and DSMB required dropping the I-SPY 2

control arm for HER2+ subtypes (trastuzumab + docetaxel) because it did not contain pertuzumab, which we did by amendment

in early 2014. Going forward, we wanted to be able to use the results for the original control arm (trastuzumab plus docetaxel for

HER2+, and docetaxel for HER2-) to assess the efficacy of new experimental arms but were concerned about the possibility of a drift

in the pCR rates of the patient population over time and within patient subtype.

In response we modified the above Bayesian model with a time adjustment resulting in an overall ‘‘time machine’’ model that ad-

justs for any pCR drift that may occur over time within each arm and subtype. Having multiple arms in the trial with different time

periods during which they are accruing patients enabled bridging across the different eras of trial accrual. The ‘‘time machine’’ dis-

counts results from the past, with more discounting if they are further in the past. The mathematical basis and motivation for our

approach to time adjustment is a statistical model for bridging eras in sports (Berry et al., 2012).

This model, described below, enables use of all available controls over all time periods in assessing efficacy of an experimental

agent. We have used the time machine in all analyses in I-SPY 2 since Amendment #11 in July 2014, including for durvalumab +

olaparib.

Time adjusted model (time machine)
We explicitly incorporate terms in the model to account for time trends in pCR response. This is done by using a set of time-depen-

dent offset terms in the above Bayesian logistic model. Time is set to 0 at each analysis. We partition time in the past into bins of

90 days each. The index of the most recent bin, 0–90 days, is 1. The index of the bin 91–180 days in the past is 2. And so on.

Let ti be the index of the bin for the randomization time of patient i. Wemodel time-trend parameters d(t) within each bin t. These are

additive parameters in themodel for the log-odds ratio of pCR rate.We use two sets of time-trend parameters, d+(t) for HER2-positive

and d–(t) for HER2-negative. Consider patient i who has subtype (HR–, HER2+, MP–) and was randomized 750 days before present.

Her bin ti is 9 and her time-trend offset is d+(9).
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We set d+ ðtÞ= d--ðtÞ= 0 for t = 1; 2;3;4whichmeans that for a one-year period from the time of the analysis the pCR rate is assumed

to be constant. Beyond a year in the past, we model the fdðtÞg as a second-order Normal Dynamic Linear Model (NDLM) (West and

Harrison, 1997). This enables us to fit a ‘smooth’ effect over time. Suppressing the + and – subscripts, it has the following structure:

dð1Þ = dð2Þ=.= dð4Þ= 0
dð5Þ � N
�
m0; t

2
0

�

dð6Þ � dð5Þ � N
�
m1; t

2
1

�
for t>6
t2 � IGða; bÞ
For the priors in the model described above, the Normal priors are Nðm0; t

2
0Þ = Nðm1; t

2
1Þ= N(0,0.1) and a = 1; b = 0:001for the

Gamma priors.

After including the time trend component, the full Bayesian logistic regression model is:

yi � BernoulliðpiÞ
logitðpiÞ = b0 + b1x1i + b2x2i + b3x3i + qti +g1;ti
x1i +g2;ti

x2i +g3;ti
x3i + d�ðtiÞIðx2i = 0Þ+ d+ ðtiÞIðx2i = 1Þ

(Where IðÞ is the indicator function.)

Though in principle the timemachine model can be applied at any time to the totality of results in I-SPY 2, the final efficacy analysis

for any investigational arm includes only data available up until pathology results are complete for all patients in that arm (from all

I-SPY 2 patients enrolled prior to arm closure). Although the model uses data from multiple investigational arms along with control,

we only report the probability distribution of the specific investigational arm of interest and controls, and compute the probability that

the pCR rate of that arm is greater than control and the predictive probabilities of success in a future trial (against control) for each

biomarker signature. Comparisons between investigational arms are not reported or otherwise announced.

Biomarker analysis
Biomarker analysis in I-SPY2 employs a predefined 3-step Qualifying Biomarker Evaluation method (Wolf et al., 2017) First, we

assess association of the biomarker with response in the experimental and control arms using a logistic model (likelihood ratio

(LR) test p < 0.05). Relative performance between arms is assessed using a logistic model (biomarker3 treatment interaction, likeli-

hood ratio p < 0.05). If the biomarker3 treatment interaction term coefficient is significant (LR p < 0.05), and if the predictive marker is

significantly associated with response in the experimental arm (LR p < 0.05), the marker succeeds as a qualifying biomarker (QB).

Analysis is also performed adjusting for HR status as a covariate, and numbers permitting, within receptor subsets. Our statistics

are descriptive rather than inferential and do not adjust for multiplicities. pCR rates within MP1/2 classes are estimated using

Bayesian logistic modeling. Analyses were performed in the computing environment R (v.3.6.3) using R Packages ‘stats’ (v.3.6.3),

‘lmtest’ (v.0.9–37), ‘rjags’ (v.4–10). Scripts are available upon request.
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